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Abstract

Topological superconductors (TSCs) are new states of quantum matter, which are characterized by a fully paring gap in the bulk, and topologically protected gapless edge states consisting of Majorana fermions. Majorana fermion, being its own antiparticle, has potential applications in future quantum computations. Despite intensive searches, TSC and Majorana fermions are still hard to achieve.

Recently, we propose to realize a two-dimensional chiral TSC state from the quantum anomalous Hall plateau transition in a magnetic topological insulator thin film through the proximity effect to a conventional s-wave superconductor. Furthermore, we predicted the half-quantized plateau as smoking gun signature of chiral Majorana fermion. Remarkably, such half-quantized plateau has been observed in experiments as an evidence for chiral Majorana fermion edge state in the quantum anomalous Hall-superconductor system.
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